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the base of the fm series was initially designed by kenichi yoshida and makoto koizumi, and was originally created for the super famicom. it was aimed at kids, so it included simple graphics, but it had a great library of items and animations. the version released for the playstation was set in a more realistic environment. it retained the original concept, but
replaced the easily recognizable characters with 3d models of popular characters. it was so much fun to create 3d models that the audience grew over the years, making this the most popular playstation title for the genre. during development, the game was meant to be a sequel of fighter maker ex for the playstation. however, the plan was scrapped and it

was released on the playstation as a standalone title, with no relationship to the previous installments. fm is also the only game in the series where not a single female fighter was made, because the female characters were done in different game engines, such as sega's fighter maker (smt), vs. (hyperdimension neptunia), negima (sengoku 3), and dead or alive
series. but an emulator called the trues7 was released that can run the original japanese version of the game and also all the other versions of the games as well as the fm. this was the first game in the arcade series to be released on a playstation for some time. fighter maker ("fm") was one of the few playstation games that ran at 60 fps, mainly due to its

simplistic graphics. part of agetec inc.'s designer series, it is 3d-based and allows users to create custom moves for their fighters. despite the unique concept, the game received very bad reviews as there was little to do once a fighter had been created. a custom made character occupies an entire memory card. this game is also known for having one licensed
character, street fighter ex s skullomania (named skullo mania in-game), complete with original move list.
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2d fighter maker has been built with the gamer in mind. that means that we have created an extensive set of tools to help you along the way, from the very basics, to the most advanced functions. this system gives you the ability to create or modify almost any type of game you want. you can create arcade games, pinball games, rpgs, shooters, rpgs, sports
games, tactical games, and more. this is the main difference between 3d fighting games and 2d games. and that is the main reason to prefer 3d fighting games over 2d fighting games, since you can reuse your assets. but this advantage does not come for free. when you make your own animations, you need to re-create all the animations you already have.
this is not easy, at least for beginners and no game before 2d fighter maker 2002 has come with an auto-animation feature. this was a huge advantage for 2d fighting games, since you could reuse your animations for other characters in a single game. even if you couldnt, you could reuse the animations for a single weapon (a single move, really) in an entire
game. this is why the 2d fighter maker 2002 engine is still being actively used by developers all around the world, for many years now. however, as we will explain in the following paragraphs, this feature is being lost with time and the 3d-but-2d fighting games are making things worse. as we mentioned earlier, in the 2d fighting games (with the exception of
street fighter v, which is 3d-but-2d) you re-create animations for every single move, weapon and combo. even in 2d fighter maker 2002, every move has a different animation, since you need to draw them again and again, from the beginning. this is why 2d fighting games took years to be created, since they needed a lot of iterations, since you need to re-

create animations from the beginning to the end. this makes them even more difficult than 3d fighting games, where you only need to redraw the models once. 5ec8ef588b
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